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We depend on the sea:
The Importance of Walrus to Little Diomede
The Iŋalit, or people of Little Diomede, maintain a long‐standing and complex relationship with walrus. Traditionally, every part of the walrus had its own specific use so
th t no partt was wasted.
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harpoon tips and jewelry, just to name a few of the many uses Diomede people have for walrus. Great cultural value and meaning are attached to walrus, as the
community has relied heavily on the harvest of walrus to sustain them for millennia. Although this relationship between Diomede people and walrus has changed over
time, walrus remain a critical resource for people on Little Diomede today.

Jacob Ahkinga and friend
making qawaqsiq, rawhide
rope from baby walrus, for a
kavuun, walrus harpoon

Umiaqtut – they (the men) are
hunting sea mammals from a
skin boat (umiaq)

Aivatut – the men killed a
walrus

HUNTING
In the spring, hunters engage in subsistence
activities, such as walrus hunting, that their
ancestors have practiced since time
immemorial, as a way to provide much
needed items for their families.

Oscar Ahkinga drilling
walrus ivory

Many Diomede women are
skilled at preparing walrus
foods in a variety of ways
Women removing blubber
from walrus hides

Sanaruaq –
carving on a tusk
IVORY CARVING

BUTCHERING

Many individuals continue the art of carving
items from ivory – from harpoon tips to
jewelry, such as earrings and bracelets.
Diomede artists are well known for their
skills at carving.

Butchering walrus requires intricate
understanding of walrus anatomy, as well as
knowledge of which parts of the walrus are
used for food, drums, boats, equipment,
carving, and other uses.

Man hanging
baby walrus,
izagvak, to dry

Sayuqtut – they are
dancing. Diomede dancers

Amy Iyapana
in an ea,
meat hole

Sauyaq, walrus
stomach drum

Hang to dry (iziksraq
paneqsruaq), then rewet and secure to drum
frame

DRUM MAKING

BOAT MAKING

Walrus stomachs are used to make drum
coverings. These drums continue to be an
essential part of cultural activities and
ceremonies that have been passed down
from generation to generation.

Traditionally, people relied on walrus hides
as the cover for umiat (skin boats), which
enabled hunters to continue subsisting and
traveling. Preparing these hides for boats is
a complex process.
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Tie off the ends of the
stomach and inflate,
making sure to pop
the sinew tacks with
an ulu

#2

#1

#3

Soak stomach in
salt water for a
couple days

Turn stomach inside out
and scrape off the inner
membrane (qiaq)

Then the hides, tugrutit, are
l h d tto th
lashed
the boat
b t fframe to
t
finish the umiaq
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First,, women
split the hide
into inner
(mapkuq) and
outer layers

